Special Thanks

In Appreciation of the Political Science Faculty:

Christine Barbour  Russell Hanson  Karen Rasler
William Bianco  Matthew Hayes  Armando Razo
Jacob Bielasiak  Timothy Hellwig  Jean Robinson
Eileen Braman  Marjorie Hershey  William Scheuerman
Edward Carmines  Jeffrey C. Isaac  Jon Simons
Aurelian Craiutu  Scott Kennedy  Abdulkader Sinno
Jacek Dalecki  Mitchell Krumm  Regina Smyth
Christopher DeSante  Cynne Loyle  Dina Spechler
Judy Failer  Lauren MacLean  William Thompson
Bernard Fraga  Michael McGinnis  William Winecoff
Sumit Ganguly  Diana O’Brien  Gerald Wright

Thank you to the Department of Political Science Staff:

Amanda Campbell, Graduate Office Assistant
Steve Flinn, Systems Manager
Edwin Flores, Student Assistant
MaryLou Hosek, Undergraduate Advisor
Sharon Hughes, Office Assistant
Chris McCann, Office Assistant
Jan Peterson, Departmental Administrator
Lana Spendl, Undergraduate Advisor
Jessica Williams, Assistant to the Chair

Funding and support from:

Alumni and Friends of The Department of Political Science,
The College of Arts and Sciences Executive Dean’s Office, and
College Alumni Board, Indiana University
WELCOMING REMARKS .................. Professor Michael McGinnis  
Chair, Political Science

REMARKS FROM UNDERGRAD DIRECTOR ...... Professor Marjorie Hershey  
Director, Undergraduate Studies

INTRODUCTION OF FACULTY AND STAFF ...... Professor Michael McGinnis  
Chair, Political Science

STUDENT ADDRESS .................... Elizabeth Mitchell and Cody Vaughn  
Class of 2016 Representatives

PROCESSION OF GRADUATES ............... Political Science Faculty

CONCLUDING REMARKS .................. Professor Michael McGinnis  
Chair, Political Science

Awards/Recognition


College of Arts and Sciences Dean & Joann Aulick Scholarship: Anne Brackemyre (2015)


College of Arts and Sciences Jane B Butcher Fund: Katelyn Mehling (2015)

College of Arts and Sciences David Matthew ver Hagen Memorial Scholarship: Cody Vaughn (2015)

College of Arts and Sciences Stephen F. Cohen & Katrina Vanden Heuvel Scholarship: Cody Vaughn (2015)


Dorotha Lee Williams Karsell Scholarship: Cody Vaughn (2015)


Kate Hevner Mueller Outstanding Award: Cleo Hernandez (2016)


POLITICAL SCIENCE

Class of 2016

Cameron Adamson
Melodi Ak
Lauren Aylward*
Christopher Bandy
Anna-Kathleen Bennington
James Bick
Alexa Biddle
Brandon Blumenhorst
Anne Brackemyre
Kirsten Brueggemann
Matthew Bryant
Benjamin Buoscio
Thomas Carter
Patrick Chatelain
Daniel Cheever
Mary Christ
Haley Cohen
Thomas Costello
Sean Damaska
Alexis Daniel
Julie Daugherty
Ashley Davis
Jeremy Davis
Maria DeSanto
Jerrod Dill
Timothy Dunbar
Caroline Ellert
Emily Ellis
Andrew Ellison
Evan Embry
Cameron Fears
Abigail Fisher
Derek Fisher*
Patrick Fitzgerald
Brandon Fleites
Edwin Flores
Jackson Ford
Anna Foster
Kevin Golshani
Samuel Gorelik
Lawrence Green
Meghan Gulvas
Nicholas Haberly
Alexander Hanover
Erik Hanson
Cameron Fears
Abigail Fisher
Derek Fisher*
Patrick Fitzgerald
Brandon Fleites
Edwin Flores
Jackson Ford
Anna Foster
Kevin Golshani
Samuel Gorelik
Lawrence Green
Meghan Gulvas
Nicholas Haberly
Alexander Hanover
Erik Hanson
Daniel Harmon
Carl Heinisch
Carmen Heredia Rodriguez
Cleo Hernandez
Zachary Heun
Allison Hilmer
Joshua Hutcheson
Dominic Imburgia
Alexander Ingoglia
Craig Jackson
Miranda Jones
Lillian Judge*
Lillian Judge*
Lillian Judge*
Lillian Judge*

Honors Degree*
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Class of 2016

Heather McLinn  Austin Patterson  Ryan Scheele  Amy Teige  Hannah Wilson*
Katelyn Mehling*  Cloe Pippin  Samuel Schultz  Gabrielle Tharp  Andrew Woodcock
Jeffrey Miller  Olivia Pratt  Thomas Siracusa  Anne Tinder  Robert Yin*
Rachel Miller  Alexandra Purvey  William Sisk  Layla Truman  HoJai Yoon
Elizabeth Mitchell*  Taylor Rammelt  Spencer Slabaugh  Cody Vaughn*  
Emily Moles  Berkley Ramsey  Derek Snedden  Alexandra Villadonga  
Riley Molin  Wasay Rasool  Christopher Sokolowski  Jordan Walker  
Madelyn Moran  Jane Reagan  Skyler Southern  Edward Walton  
Marissa Nadel  Peter Redebaugh  Ashley Spesard*  Tharindu Weeresinghe  
Aaron Nanavaty  Janie-Lee Reed  Parker Stahl  Cora Wells  
Sina Nazmiyal  Jillian Rogers  Matthew Stefanski  Emma Wesslund*  
Danielle Neubauer  Katherine Rothschild  John Stewart  Dominique White  
Tyler Nocita*  Katelyn Russell  Shelly Stumpf  Pavin White  
Joshua Obszanski  David Saylor  Arya Taghdiri  Mary Katherine Wildeman  
Jackson Olesky  Warren Schalk  Virginia Talley  Robert Williams  

Honors Degree*